Business Management – Marketing Handout

“Marketing is communicating an idea to an audience”
Marketing Themes
• Providing a compelling reason for someone to buy something or take
action
• Getting hooked on a product or a service
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•
•
•

Brand Loyalty
Ethics in Advertising
Marketing Careers

General Marketing Goals for Companies
• Create an association and identify with an image
• Want customer to feel special or exclusive
• Consumers buy products and services when they feel like they’re getting
“value”

Examples of Buying Motives
These are the mix of reasons (two broad categories) why a consumer makes a
purchase. Often, there are several “reasons” for the purchase. Most purchases
tend to have a primary emotional reason – somehow connected with “feelings” or
“emotions” – which makes us feel a certain way.
Rational Motives
Saves Time
Saves Money
Makes life easier
Improves health
Safe or improves safety
Durable
Well-made
Fulfills a physical need such as hunger
or protection from the elements

Emotional Motives
Power
Love
Peer Acceptance
Label Recognition
Prestige
Nostalgia
Pride
Pleasure
Aesthetic appeal or beauty
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Branding: burning an image into the consumer’s mind.
• Logos and Images (sp.)
• Slogans (sp.)
• Mascots
• Spokespeople – endorsements
• Voices
• Strategic Partnerships
• Use of special guest appearances

“Branding”
Parts of this article was taken from an article dated 2/705.

McDonald's, represented by the Golden Arches, is one of the world's most
famous brands.
A brand represents the holistic sum of all information about a product or group of
products. This symbolic construct typically consists of a name, identifying mark,
logo, visual images or symbols, or mental concepts which distinguishes the
product or service. A brand often carries connotations of a product's "promise",
the product or service’s point of difference among its competitors which makes it
special and unique. Marketers attempt through a brand to give a product a
"personality" or an "image". Thus, they hope to "brand", or burn, the image
into the consumer's mind; that is, associate the image with the product's
quality. Because of this, a brand can form an important element of an advertising
theme: it serves as a quick way to show and tell consumers what a supplier has
offered to the market.
Well known products acquire brand recognition. A brand name comprises that
part of a brand consisting of words or letters that humans can verbalize. A brand
name that has acquired legal protection becomes a trademark.
Branding has become part of pop culture. Numerous products have a brand
identity: from common table salt to designer clothes. Non-commercially, branding
can also apply to the marketing of entities which supply ideas or promises rather
than goods and services -- such as political parties or religious organizations.
Consumers as a group may look on the brand as an important aspect of a
product, and it can also add value to a product or service. It carries the reputation
of a product or company. A branded laundry detergent may sell twice as much
product as a store-brand detergent. Although the two products may resemble
each other closely in almost every other respect, people have learned to regard
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the branded product as superior. In some cases they believe that because it
costs more it offers better quality.
emotional response. Well designed logos work well at many sizes, and even in
one color.
Some well-known examples are: Apple computer's apple with a bite out of it
started out as a rainbow of color, and has been reduced to a single color without
any loss of recognition. Coca Cola's script is known the world over, but is best
associated with the color red; its main competitor, Pepsi has taken the color blue,
although they have abandoned their script logo. IBM, also known as "Big Blue"
has simplified their logo over the years, and their name. What started as
International Business Machines is now just "IBM" and the color blue has been a
signature in their unifying campaign as they have moved to become an IT
services company.
There are some other logos that must be mentioned when evaluating what the
mark means to the consumer. Automotive brands can be summed up simply with
their corporate logo- from the Chevrolet "Bow Tie" mark to the circle marks of
VW, Mercedes and BMW, to the interlocking "RR" of Rolls-Royce each has stood
for a brand and clearly differentiated the product line.
Other logos that have become global: the Nike "Swoosh" and the Adidas "Three
stripes" are two well-known brands that are defined by their corporate logo.
When Phil Knight started Nike, he was hoping to find a mark as recognizable as
the Adidas stripes, which also provided reinforcement to the shoe. He hired a
young student (Caroline Davidson) to do his logo, paying her $35 for what has
become one of the most well known marks in the world (she was later
compensated again by the company).
While large corporations spend hundreds of thousands of dollars to update and
implement their logos, many small businesses will turn to local graphic designers
to do a corporate logo.
An interesting case is the refinement of the FedEx logo, where the brand
consultants convinced the company to shorten their corporate name and logo
from "Federal Express" to the popular abbreviation "Fed Ex". Besides creating a
much stronger, shorter brand name, they reduced the amount of color used on
vehicles (planes, trucks) and saved hundreds of thousands of dollars in paint
costs. Note also, the right pointing arrow in the new logo is a subliminal hint of
motion.
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Creating a Slogan
Rationale
The key factor that drives the need for a new slogan is the intent to produce new
advertising.
New advertising is most often developed when:
A brand's advertising undergoes change
A brand's advertising undergoes new thinking
A new or revised brand, product or service is introduced.
Address Questions
Most advertising agencies have a comprehensive account planning process
which typically involves answering the following questions:
What is being advertised?
To whom are you advertising?
What do you know about your audience?
What do you want them to do?
What can you say that will get them to do that?
How will you know it worked?
What ideas might work?
What is your tone of voice?
What is your key message?
Slogan Steps
1. Research the Brand Category
2. Check out the Competition
3. Develop the Message
4. Complete the Message
5. Evaluate the Message
6. Coordinate into one simple package
7. Create new slogan
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General Rules for a Successful Logo. It is usually:
• very simple in design (simple drawing or symbol is used)
• easy to understand, even at a distance
• one or two colors
• any writing is presented in a simple way and is easy to read

Strategic partnerships are when two separate companies work together so that
both benefit financially.
(Similar target markets)
•
•

Apple and Nike
McDonalds and Disney

Choose two local companies that could form a “strategic partnership”.
Each pair will:
Explain how it would work?
Explain why you think it would work?
Does it benefit one more than the other?
Choose a global company that could form a “strategic partnership” with your
assigned company.
Each group will:
Explain how it would work?
Explain why you think it would work?
Does it benefit one more than the other?
Other members of the class:
Do you agree or disagree?
Can you come up with another way the arrangement would work?
Do you have another suggestion related to either of the two companies?
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Target Market: This is the specific market or group of people you are focusing
your marketing efforts on. It is the group of people who are willing and able to
spend money on your product or service – and your marketing clearly
communicates that your product or service is for them and benefits them based
on their wants or needs.
A target market means that this group of people has some things in common. We
can segment or divide up a total market into a target market based on some
general categories (see the four below). By segmenting a group, you’re creating
a unique profile for a customer group. A niche market is one of these specialized
groups:
• Demographics: age, gender, occupation, income, education, marital
status, etc.
• Geographics: where someone lives and works
• Psychographics: personality, attitudes, values, interests, hobbies
• Consumer behaviors: the way that someone behaves or interacts with a
product or service. For example, if you have dry skin – a dry skin
commercial will appeal to you.
Small businesses are effectively compete with larger companies by being able to
target a niche market.
Here’s an example of a target market:
You are going to provide Math SAT Tutoring to high school students (ages 1617) who live in Hingham, MA. Your focus is on algebra and geometry sections of
the SAT. You are also targeting families whose parents attended college and
they see the value in obtaining specialized instruction to get a higher SAT score.
As a result, your plan is to reach out to parents on Hingham Pinboard and create
a small advertisement in the Hingham Journal. Now, by having this specialized
group – it doesn’t mean that you’re excluding other people. You’ll gladly take a
Norwell teenager who wants Math SAT tutoring.

#1: Product Strategy
Product: The product strategy deals with the goods or services your business
will provide. How will you identify your product and make it stand out from the
competition?
•

Product features are the benefits it offers to consumers. It includes style,
distinctive characteristics, color, quality, and options.
o Also include warranties, service contracts, delivery, installation, and
instructions. Granting credit to customers as a benefit.
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o Flexible payment options: cash, personal check, credit cards,
layaway, installment, special offers (0% down)
•

A brand is the name, symbol, or design used to identify a product

•

A package is the physical container or wrapper that holds it

•

The label is the part of the package used to present information

Product positioning refers to how consumers see your product compared to the
competition.
Product mix refers to all the products a company makes or sells. If you are
going to offer multiple products, you should think about how they relate to each
other.
Packaging
• What is packaging?
o Containers and wrapping materials used to protect, contain,
identify, promote and facilitate the use of the product.
• What is a label?
o Informative tag, wrapper, or seal attached to the product or the
product’s package. It presents information.
• What information does a label present?
o Brand name (Bold detergent)
o Ingredients, Instructions (machine washable), how to open or
dispose, guarantees, danger warnings
Goals of Packaging
o Promote a company and its image
o Give an old product a new image
o Preserve the product for a time period
o Help customers use products better
o Introduce new uses for old products
o Reduce costs, increase sales and profits
• Consider these questions when planning the design of a package:
o Must the package protect the product against moisture, leakage,
and temperature changes?
o Must the package be resealed or closed after it has been opened?
Functions of Packaging
• How does the package protect the Product?
o Withstand humidity, puncture, damage
• How does the package protect the Consumer?
o Childproof, sealed tops, tamper proof
o Contains the Product (easy to carry)
o What big or heavy products at a supermarket are easy to carry?
Why?
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•
•
•

Identifies the product
Lists contents, distinguishes the product
Visibly promotes the product
o Stands out, catchy slogan, product uses, refunds

Types of Materials
• Why use Paper and cardboard?
o Inexpensive, lightweight, fairly strong, and easy to print on,
recyclable, biodegradable
• Why use cellophane (transparent paper) and plastic wrap?
o See through package (meat)
• Why use Glass to hold liquids?
o Doesn’t leak or change its smell or taste
• Why use plastic?
o Can be shaped into jars and bottles
o Can be processed into sheets (used for toys, clothes, food
products)
o Won’t break
• Why use aluminum?
o Unbreakable, disposable, recyclable
• Why use Glass to hold liquids?
o Doesn’t leak or change its smell or taste
• Combination of Materials
o Golf balls are packaged in boxes of 3; Multi-packs contain 4 boxes
of 12 balls
Environmental concerns
• Marketers must protect the consumer and his/her environment from the
package
• Plastic foam & the ozone layer
• Non biodegradable material takes up more space
• Use more recyclable products
Packaging and Labeling Laws
• Protect people against deceptive labeling
• Ban deceptive environmental claims
• Must list all nutritional elements – not just the benefits
• Establish strong safety standards
Packaging and Labeling Trends
• Clearly warn user of harmful effects
• Safer, easier to use, more convenient for the consumer
• Recyclable
• Will continue to be integral parts of product and marketing programs
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#2: Place Strategy
Place Strategy (also known as distribution strategy)
• Involves how you will deliver your goods and services to your customers. It
includes movement of your product to both your location and to your customers.
• Where and how the product will be distributed and sold in the marketplace?
• How will your products and customers "meet" or come together through sales
and distribution?
Channel of distribution is the path a product takes from producer (or manufacturer) to
final user (or customer). Channels are paths. Channel members are those involved in
the path.
• When the product is purchased for use in a business, the final user is classified
as an industrial user.
• When the product is purchased for personal use, the final user is classified as a
consumer.
• Using shampoo as an example, you can see how the same product may be
classified as both a consumer and an industrial product. Manufacturers of
shampoo sell their product to the customer through retail operations but also may
sell it to hair salons and hotel chains as an industrial product for use in a
business.
Typical model: Manufacturer (Producer) > Wholesaler > Retailer > Final User
Wholesalers: Businesses that buy large quantities of goods from manufacturers, store
the goods, and then resell them to other businesses.
Intermediaries: businesses involved in sales transactions that move products from the
manufacturer to the final user. Also known as middlemen.
Retailers: Sell goods to the final consumer for personal use.
Agents: Unlike wholesalers and retailers, agents do not own the goods they sell. They
act as intermediaries by bringing buyers and sellers together. Two different types of
agents:
• Independent Manufacturers’ Representatives: work with several related (but
non-competing) manufacturers in a specific industry. They are not employed by
the manufacturer. Instead, they are paid a commission based on what they sell.
Example: One may carry a line of fishing rods from one manufacturer, lures from
another, insulated clothing for hunters from a different one, and outdoor shirts
from yet another manufacturer.
•

Brokers: Principal function is to bring buyers and sellers together in order for a
sale to take place. Usually (but not always) do not have a continued relationship
with either party. They negotiate the sale, are paid a commission, and then look
for other customers. Example: real estate broker. Food brokers however,
represent several manufacturers of products sold in supermarkets, convenience
stores, and other specialty food stores.
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A number of non-store retailing operations serve the customer. They include automatic
retailing (vending machines), direct mail and catalog retailing, TV home shopping, and
online retailing.
Example: Suppose four customers wanted to buy a digital camera made by Nikon. If
Nikon sells directly to consumers, it would have to make four separate sales
transactions. By using an intermediary, such as CompUSA, the number of contacts
Nikon must make is reduced to one.
Channels of Distribution are classified as direct or indirect.
• Direct: the producer (manufacturer) sells goods/services directly to the customer
(with no intermediaries)
• Indirect: involves one or more intermediaries.
Both consumer markets and industrial markets use direct and indirect channels of
distribution. Different channels of distribution can be used to reach the customer.
Despite the potential for success that any product may seem to have, it can fail if the
wrong channels are used.
Examples for Consumer Market
• Direct: Factory outlet stores, farmers’ roadside stands, using catalogs to
generate sales, Internet online sales
• Indirect: Retail clothing stores, buy a John Deere tractor from Home Depot, buy
Marvin windows from Abington lumber, automobiles, most supermarket items
• Summary: Fewer consumer products are marketed using direct distribution (as
consumers are use to shopping in retail stores)
Examples for Industrial Market
• Direct: sales representatives call directly to commercial businesses- Xerox sells
a copier machine to Dependable Cleaners; Caterpillar sells a forklift to Hingham
lumber
• Indirect: wholesaler takes ownership and buys restaurant supplies (pots, pans,
utensils) from manufacturer and sells to restaurant owners.
• Summary: Industrial users shop differently and have different needs from
consumers, so they use different channels of distribution. The least used channel
in the consumer market – direct distribution- is the most used channel in the
industrial market.
Distribution Planning
Major considerations include the use of multiple channels, control versus costs, intensity
of distribution, and involvement in e-commerce.
•

•
•
•

Multiple channels: Producer must identify the best channel for each market (i.e.
J&J Snack Foods sells its pretzels, drinks and cookies to supermarkets, movie
theaters, sports arenas, schools, colleges, and hospitals).
Control vs. Costs
Have its own direct sales force or hire agents to do the selling?
Distribution intensity
o Exclusive distribution: protected territories of a product in a given
geographic area. Dealers are given exclusive rights to protected areas.
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Integrated distribution: Manufacturer acts as wholesaler and retailer for
its own products. Example: Gap sells its clothing in company-owned retail
stores.
o Selective distribution: Limited number of outlets in a given geographic
area is used to sell the product. Goal is to select channel members that
can maintain the image of the product, are good credit risks, aggressive
marketers and good inventory planners. Example: Armani sells its
clothing only through top department stores that appeal to the affluent
customers who buy its merchandise. It doesn’t sell its goods in a chain
mega store with a very different target market.
o Intensive distribution: Involves the use of all suitable outlets to sell a
product. Objective is complete market coverage, and ultimate goal is to
sell to as many customers as possible, wherever they choose to shop.
Example: motor oil is sold in automotive repair shops, auto parts retailers,
supermarkets, hardware stores, warehouse clubs, and other retail stores
to reach maximum number of customers.
E-commerce: products are sold to customers and industrial buyers through the
Internet.
o

•

Physical Distribution (logistics): Comprises all the activities that help to ensure that the
right amount of product is delivered to the right place at the right time. It involves order
processing, transporting, storing, stock handling, and inventory control of materials and
products.
Conclusion: To succeed in today’s business environment, a company must deliver its
products to customers around the country and throughout the world in the most efficient
and effective way.
Location, layout and availability are important to your place strategy. They are
especially important to retail and service businesses that rely on customers to come to
them.
• Is the exchange of the product made in a store? Through the mail? Through a
direct sales representative?
• What are your production and inventory capacities? (How quickly can you make
products and how many can you store?)
• Where will your product be placed so customers have access to it?
• Are there cyclical fluctuations or seasonal demands for your products? For
example, if you produce Christmas decorations, how will you manage peak
production and sales periods as well as slow periods?
In closing:
In terms of place strategy, there are many decisions that need to be made. Making the
correct place decisions will have a major impact on the successful operation of a
business.

How does one decide on a price for products or services?
We’ll explore the importance of price, pricing strategies, pricing policies and
pricing decisions.
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#3: Price Strategy
Price: the value of money (or its equivalent) placed on a good or service. Usually
expressed in monetary terms (an example of non-monetary is “bartering.”)
The key to pricing is understanding the value that buyers place on a
product.
Goals of pricing:
Gaining market share: When a business is trying to take business away from its
competition, it is trying to increase its market share.
Market share is a percentage of the total sales volume generated by all
competitors in a given market.
Return on investment: Is a calculation that is used to determine the relative
profitability of a product. A company may price its products to achieve a certain
return on investment. Formula is: Profit divided by Investment
Assume your company sells trash cans for $8 each. Your cost to make and
market the trash cans is $6.50 per unit. Profit is money earned by a business
minus costs and expenses.
$8 - $6.50 = $1.50 / $6.50 = .23
investment is 23 percent.

This means that your rate of return on

Meeting the competition: Some companies price their products to meet the
prices of their competition. (Automobiles and soft drinks are examples.
Competing products in both of these categories tend to be very similar and
therefore priced closely to one another.)
Question: How does one compete when there is no price competition?
Answer: You compete on the basis of other factors in the marketing mix.
Factors affecting your pricing strategy include:
• Supply and demand
o Brand loyalty, price of products relative to income, availability of
substitutes, luxury vs. necessity, urgency of purchase
• Your costs and expenses
o The series of businesses involved in selling or distributing your
product
• Competition
o Price wars in certain sectors – airlines, gasoline, computers, etc.
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Pricing Strategies
• Cost-based pricing: Set prices based on costs
o $6.50 cost of trash cans.
o If desire 10% profit then mark-up 10% from cost
o If desire 23% profit then mark-up 23% from cost
• Demand-based pricing: Marketers attempt to determine what consumers
are willing to pay for given goods and services.
o Importance of a consumer’s “perceived value of an item”
o Effective when there are few substitutes and consumer is willing to
pay higher prices because they believe an item is different from that
offered by competition. Companies try to achieve this status by
developing brand loyalty.
o Example: Red Sox tickets. Different prices based on location of
seats. All will see same performance – but from different vantage
points.
o Example: consumer demand for fashionable colors (i.e.
refrigerators) as opposed to the cost of producing the refrigerators.
• Competition-based pricing: Set prices based on what the competitors
charge. No relationship between cost and price. No relationship between
demand and price.
• Elect to take one of three actions using this pricing method:
o Price above the competition
o Price below the competition
o Price in-line with the competition
• You could also use a combination of these strategies: Many
marketers use all three pricing strategies to determine prices. Cost-based
pricing helps marketers determine the price floor for a product – the lowest
price for which it can be offered to still make a profit. Demand-based
pricing determines a price range that is defined by the price floor and price
ceiling (the highest amount consumers would pay). Competition-based
pricing may be used to assure the final price is in line with the competition.
o Combining pricing considerations offers a good range within which
a company can establish its selling price. And if a company decides
to go with the competition-based strategy, they still know how much
they can lower their prices if necessary based on the cost-based
pricing figures.
Pricing Policies
• One-price policy – all customers are charged the same price for the same
type or amount of merchandise.
• Flexible-price policy – customers pay different prices for the same type or
amount of merchandise.
Four stages to the Product Life Cycle: Introduction > Growth > Maturity >
Decline
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Pricing plays an important role in this sequence of events.
Skimming pricing: a pricing policy that sets a very high price for a new product.
Penetration pricing: Opposite of skimming. The initial price for a new product is
set very low.
Psychological Pricing: Techniques that create an illusion for customers or that
make shopping easier for them.
• Odd/even pricing: use odd pricing (i.e. $19.99 to suggest bargains). The
psychological principle is based on odd numbers conveying a bargain
image, while even numbers ($10, $50, $100) conveying a quality image.
• Prestige pricing: set higher than average prices to suggest
exclusiveness, status, and prestige. Many consumers assume that higher
prices mean higher quality and are willing to pay more for certain goods
and services.
• Multi-unit pricing: Suggest a bargain and helps to increase sales. Some
businesses have found that pricing items in multiples, such as 3 for $.99 is
better than selling the same items at $.33 each.
• Bundle pricing: Including several products in a package that is sold at a
single price.
o All inclusive travel vacations (airfare, hotel, meals)
o Software that is included when you purchase a new computer
• Promotional pricing: Used in conjunction with sales promotions when
prices are lower than average. Examples: Back to school sales,
Presidents’ Day sales, clearance sales, etc.
o Other promotional techniques may involve rebates, coupons, and
special discounts.
• Discount pricing: involves the seller’s offering reductions from the usual
price based on the buyer’s performance of certain functions.
o Paying cash (Encourage consumers to pay their bills quickly or to
not encourage use of credit cards)
o Buying in large quantities.
! Sellers benefit from large orders through the lower selling
costs involved in one transaction as opposed to several
small transactions.
! Quantity discounts also offer buyers an incentive to
purchase more merchandise than they originally intended to
purchase.
o Seasonal discounts (willing to buy at a time outside the customary
buying season)
The Six Steps for Determining Price
1. Determine pricing objectives
2. Study costs
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Estimate demand
Study competition
Decide on a pricing strategy
Set price
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#4: Promotion Strategy
Promotion is any form of communication a business/organization uses to inform,
persuade, or remind people about its products or services.
Types of Promotion:
1. Advertising: paid form of non-personal presentation of ideas,
goods, or services directed toward a mass audience by an
identified sponsor. Two types of advertising:
! Print media: newspapers, magazines, direct mail, outdoor
(billboards), transit (ads on buses or subways)
! Broadcast media: radio, television, Internet web sites
2. Public Relations(PR) & Publicity:
! PR: Any activity designed to create a favorable image
toward a business, its products, or its policies.
• News release, press kits,
! Publicity: The placement of newsworthy items about a
business, new products, or employees in the media.
3. Sales promotion: use of short-term incentives or interest-building
marketing activities to stimulate traffic and encourage the buying of
a product or service (increase sales).
! Business to Business:
• Slotting allowances: Manufacturer pays retailer for
costs involved in placing a new product on shelves

!

•

Buying allowances: Price discount given by
manufacturers to wholesalers and retailers to
encourage the purchase of a product.

•

Trades Shows and Conventions: Designed to reach
wholesalers and retailers - introduce new products or
increase sales of existing products.

•

Sales incentives: Financial awards given to managers
or employees who reach or exceed sales quotas.

Business to Consumer:
• Premiums: low-cost items given to consumers at a
discount or for free. Designed to increase sales,
attract new customers and persuade nonusers to
switch brands.
•

Sponsorship: Promotion of a company in association
with a property, event or group.

•

Incentives: Create customer excitement and increase
sales. Include sweepstakes, contests, and rebates.

•

Product samples: free trial size of a product.
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•

Promotional tie-ins: Involve sales promotional
arrangements between one or more retailers or
manufacturers.

•

Product placement: the strategic placement of an item
will increase or enhance the public’s knowledge about
a particular product.

•

Visual merchandising and displays: Coordination of all
physical elements in a place of business so that it
projects the right image to its customers.

•

Loyalty marketing programs: Reward customers for
making multiple purchases.

4. Personal selling: consists of oral presentations to one or more
potential buyers with the intent of making a sale.
Promotional mix refers to the combination of different types of promotion. A
business decides on the promotional mix that will be most effective in persuading
potential customers (wholesalers, retailers, and/or consumers) to purchase and
support its products.
Push Policy of Promotion: Is when a manufacturer is trying to “push” a product
through a channel of distribution. The main purpose is to convince a retailer to
stock a product. It relies heavily on personal selling and sales promotion,
especially at trade shows.
Pull Policy of Promotion: Is designed to create consumer interest. Consumer
demand can “pull” or encourage retailers to carry a product. It relies on heavy
advertising geared towards consumers in addition to premiums, samples, and
demonstrations.
___________________________________________________
Process of putting your promotion plan together (keep in mind Target Market and
4Ps of Marketing):
! Determine marketing objectives
! Determine your promotional budget
! Determine your promotional mix (what)
! Create your plan (who, when)
! Execute your promotional plan
! Evaluate your promotional plan & readjust plan accordingly
General Example:
! Marketing Objective: Create awareness of baby care products among
mothers of newborns
! Promotional Budget of $100,000
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!

Mix - Advertise in national baby care and motherhood magazines;
Distribute product samples to major obstetricians’ offices in major urban
areas; Offer free baby care seminars to expectant mothers at major
hospitals; Provide free samples to maternity wards at major hospitals.
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Publicity: placement of newsworthy items about a business, new products, or
employees in the media; an act designed to attract public interest; information
with news value issued as a means of gaining public attention or support. It
involves creating demand for a business or product by placing news about it in
publications, radio, television, or another form of media. It is not paid for.
The principal function of publicity is “building an image”. Image is the way a
business or organization is defined in people’s minds.
Publicity can be positive or negative. How does publicity differ from advertising?
Publicity is free.
Advertising is not free.
Major advantage of publicity:
People are more likely to pay attention to news stories than to advertisements
because news reporters and newspapers are viewed as more objective than
advertisers.
Major disadvantage of publicity:
A business gives up control over their message – the content and how it is
presented.

Advertising: paid non-personal presentation of ideas, goods, or services
directed toward an audience by an identified sponsor.
Goodwill: a kindly feeling of approval and support; the favor or prestige that a
business has acquired beyond the mere value of what it sells.
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Public Relations: the business of inducing the public to have understanding for
and goodwill toward a person, firm, or institution. An individual or group of people
who serve as public spokespeople for an individual or an organization. They
relate information to the public. (i.e. Rock stars have publicists)
The right kind of “public relations” can create a positive image for a company and
maintain or improve that image within the community.
Examples include:
" Sponsoring cultural events (concerts or art exhibits)
" Awarding scholarships to a local high school
" Donating equipment for public use
Answer these questions:
" Why does Macy’s sponsor the Thanksgiving Day parade?
" Why does a local business allow employees to help teach some math
courses at a local high school?
" Why does a convenience store have a canister on their counter for Special
Olympics?
“It’s good public relations”.
So, Public relations (or community relations) refer to any activity designed to
create goodwill toward a business. The goodwill benefits a business by:
" Increasing sales
" Reinforcing the firm’s good reputation
" Increasing the receptivity of consumers to the firm’s advertising
" Conditioning customers to expect quality products from the firm
Public relations specialists attempt to get good publicity for their companies by
creating news events. Examples:
" The opening of a new store
" An interview with a company official
" Launching of a new product
" Presentation of an award to an employee
" A community activity that is sponsored by the business
" A charitable activity that the business participates in
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Market Research
Database: a collection of related information.
Market Research:
• The process of getting the marketing information needed to make sound
business decisions.
• The systematic gathering, recording, and analyzing of data about
problems relating to the marketing of goods and services.
• It provides a framework to organize market information.
Who conducts and uses market research?
" Marketing research companies
" Large companies
" Small businesses (conducts it informally)
" Trade organizations
" Departments in the state and federal government
Two examples:
(Publicly funded) The Consumer Product Safety Commission, a federal
government agency, tests products to protect consumers from unsafe products.
(Privately funded) The Dairy Association of America sponsors a research study
that leads to the conclusion that if pregnant women drink milk during pregnancy,
it increases the birth weight of their children when they are born. (April 2006)
Types of research:
Advertising research: focuses on the advertising message and media. It
measures two things:
" The effectiveness of the message in producing the desired response in
the people who receive it.
" The other is the effectiveness of the chosen media in delivering the
message to consumers.
For example:
" Asking individuals or focus groups how they were influenced by an ad and
whether they were motivated to buy the advertised product
Business research: attempts to solve business problems related to long-range
forecasting and future economic conditions.
For example:
" Sales forecasting for a specific product
" The number of new construction of buildings
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Operations research: looks at methods and procedures that will make a business
more effective and efficient in distributing its goods and services.
For example:
" Data on shoplifters to better control stock shortages and shrinkage.
Corporate responsibility research: provides businesses with the latest public
opinions on corporate responsibilities and business ethics. Businesses use it to
make future business decisions.
For example:
" Gallup public opinion poll, 73% of those surveyed were concerned about
the effects of air pollution
Product research: concerned with product design and acceptance, competitive
products, testing of existing products, package design, and product usage.
For example:
" Food manufacturers are responding to the health-conscious over 50-year
old population by producing foods that are low in fat.
Sales and market research: focuses on customer analysis, sales and market
analysis, test marketing, and target market characteristics.
For example:
" Questionnaires and interviews about customer attitudes
" Testing cherry Pepsi in Oregon before rolling it out nationwide
Limitations of market research:
" Amount of information is limited by the amount of money a company can
afford to do the research
" Test market may say they want a particular product, but there is no
guarantee that they will purchase it when it is actually produced for sale
" Time lag between identifying the need for the product, collecting the data,
and producing the product
" Business conditions, consumer behaviors and attitudes can change over
time
Why do it?
•
•
•
•

Reduces business risks
Identifies current and potential problems in the current market
Identifies sales opportunities
Develops action plans
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